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You can Distinguish your blog and cause it to stand out from the boring crowd of look-a-like, "basic"

WordPress blogs. Power your blog with tools and tricks that will literally accelerate your business. No

Longer will you be limited to the basics. This plugin package gives you access to an amazing inventory of

Wordpress plugins that will enable you to accomplish virtually anything you desire with your blog. What

are Wordpress Plugins? Plugins are tools that extend the functionality of WordPress. The core of

WordPress is designed to be lean, to maximize flexibility and minimize code bloat. That's why the Search

Engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo love Wordpress!!! So plugins give you custom functions and

features enabling you to tailor your website to meet your specific needs. Why Do You Need Plugins?

Bottom Line... Plugins save you massive amounts of time in the design, maintenance and administration

of your Website!!! To better understand, Let's look at a few examples... Askimet Just using WordPress will

open you up to tons of comment spammers. The best way to defend your site from these annoying

spammers is to insall the Askimet plugin. It will weed out the messages before you ever see them. While

this plugin actually comes with Wordpress, it needs to be activated with an API key.

------------------------------------------------------------ Google XML Sitemaps This plugin will generate a special

XML sitemap which will help search engines like Google, Bing, Yahoo and Askto better index your blog.

With such a sitemap, it's much easier for the crawlers to see the complete structure of your site and

retrieve it more efficiently. This plugin supports all kinds of WordPress generated pages as well as

custom URLs. Additionally it notifies all major search engines every time you create a post about the new

content. ------------------------------------------------------------ W3 Total Cache W3 Total Cache improves the

user experience of your site by improving your server performance, caching every aspect of your site,
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reducing the download times and providing transparent content delivery network (CDN) integration.

------------------------------------------------------------ SEO Ultimate This all-in-one SEO plugin gives you control

over title tags, noindex, meta tags, slugs, canonical, autolinks, 404 errors, rich snippets, and more.

------------------------------------------------------------ Contact Form 7 Contact Form 7 can manage multiple

contact forms, plus you can customize the form and the mail contents flexibly with simple markup. The

form supports Ajax-powered submitting, CAPTCHA, Akismet spam filtering and so on.

------------------------------------------------------------ WP-PageNavi This plugin adds a more advanced paging

navigation interface. Want to replace the old ? Older posts | Newer posts ? links with some page links?

This plugin provides the wp_pagenavi() template tag which generates fancy pagination links.

------------------------------------------------------------ WP e-Commerce The WP e-Commerce shopping cart

plugin for WordPress is an elegant easy to use fully featured shopping cart application suitable for selling

your products, services, and or fees online. This is the most popular WordPress shopping cart plugin

available that is compatible with Google Checkout, Paypal, Authorize.net, Payment Express and many

other trusted payment processors. And that's only 7!!! Now Let's Make A Great Deal Even Sweeter! You

will also receive the actual plugins with this eBook! Over 280 Wordpress Plugins! Only $5! Click The

Button Above To Purchase Please note: You will be automatically redirected to the download page after

checkout. Simply click on 'Return To Merchant' or 'Complete My Order' or allow the system to redirect you

to continue and get instant access to your product.
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